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Abstrart On Cryplo '88, Matsumoto, Kam. and Imai presented protocob to speed up 
computations with insecure auxiliary devices The two mast important pmtocols enable a 
smart card to computc thc sccrct RSA opcralion faster with thc hclp of a servet thal is no1 
roccssarily trustd by thc ci-ud holdcr. 

I1 was S i a t c d  ulat d RSA 1s secure. the protocols could only be broken by exhauSliVe 
scarch in ccrlain spacts. Our main auacksshow hat much srnallersach spaces ~ ~ c c . ~  
almk an: w v c  and Iherefon: Imdctcaabk. 

It was alrcady known that onc of ihe pfixocols is vulncrablc u) active auacks. We show 
hat his holds lot the o h  pro(oco1, tw. More importantly. we show hat OUT u k  m y  
ail1 work irlhc mancard checks lhecnrecw d r h e  resull; lhis was previously bclicvcd 10 
bcan easy mcasurc udldingall active auad;s. 

Finally, wc discuss auach on dated protocols. 

Introduction 
1.1 The Modd 

Smart cards are often considered as appropriate for carrying out secret cryptographic 
computations for individual owners. I S 0  smdards for smart cards. however, emphasize 
flexibility in the physical sense more than flexibility regarding computations. Only rather 
small chips can therefore be used. Hcncc, thc computing abilities arc limited. In particulaf, 
at least if the smar t  card is equipped with a gencral-purpose CPU. the s p e d  docs not suffice 
for asymmctrk algorithms, such as signing a message with RSA [RSA-78]. (Special- 
purpose designs exist nowadays [QuWB-91, WaQu-9 I]. Nevertheless, the protocols 
considered in the following are still to be used in practical systems [KaSh-W].) 

In most applications, the smart card communicates directly with a device with much 
larger computing abilities, such as a point-of-sale terminal. Such a device will be called a 
server in the following. The basic idea of [MaKI-90] (and previous Japanese publications 
by the same authors) was to use thc computing power of the Server to help the smart card. 
This is complicated by the fact that the owner of thc smart card nccd not trust the server. 

The question whether an untrusted server can help a less powerful device with a secret 
computation can be seen as a gened  theoretical problem, too. A similar problem has been 
considered in [Feig_86, AbFK-891. There, the server has unrestricted computational power 
and needs this power even in the correct protocol. In contrast, here the server is restricted to 
R.A. Rueppel (Ed.): Advances in Cryptology - EUROCRYPT '92, LNCS 658, pp. 153-162, 1993. 
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polynomial-time computations both in the correct protocol and in the attacks. (Otherwise, it 
could break RSA anyway.) 

1.2 
The main existing server-aided protocols enable a smart card to compute RSA signatures 
faster wit!! the help of the server. They all share the same basic structure. In Section 2, we 
describe the first two protocols, RSA-S1 and RSA-S2 from [MaKI-W], and sketch the 
remaining ones [MaIU-’?O, QuSo-91. LaYH_91]. The performance of =me protocols has 
been further considered in [KaSh-90]. 

In [MaKI-90]. active attacks are not considered, and it is claimed that if RSA is s~c-, the 
best possible passive attacks are brute force search in certain search spaces. We will show 
that this is not correct, and that much smaller search spaces are sufficient These attacks can 
be countered by increasing the system parameters. However, one must carefully consider at 
what point one loses the advantage over direct cornputation. 

The attacks also work for all protocol variants except that from [QuSoB I], which is 
provably secure against passive attacks if RSA is secure. However, its drawback is large 
communication overhead, which makes i t  impractical for smart cards with a standard 
interface. 

It had already been noticed that the scheme RSA-S2 is vulnerable to active attacks, see a 
remark in [QuSo.-91] and a complete description in [ShKa-90].’ In both cases, it is 
proposed that thc smart card should check the result, i.e., the RSA signature, before I t  

outputs it to the server. This is possible if the public RSA exponent is smal l .  It is claimed in 
[S hKa-901 that this countermeasure excludes all possible active attacks. However, we 
establish a new active attack that requires stronger cOuntermCaSureS. Additionally, the new 
attack also works for RSA-S 1 and the protocol from [QuSo-9 11. 

We also show that another protocol from [MaKI_90], used to solve modular equations, is 
not secure. Finally. we make some remarks about another protocol in [QuS0911. 

Note that server-aided protocols for testing RSA signatures with small public exponent 
exist, too [QuSo-9 1, Bos-921. 

Overview over Protocols and Attacks 

1.3 Other Security Considerations 
Note that in the example of IS0  standard smart cards, the basic assumptions of the 
protocols considered here are a little inconsistent: Such smart cards have neither a keyboard 
nor a display. Consequently, the owner enters secret data, such as a PIN. via the server, 
which is considered as insecure, and the owner cannot check that the correct message is 
signed. Thus, no real security can be achieved in this scenario. (And if one deviates from 
the I S 0  standards by adding keyboards and &splays, one can also use devices with more 
compuational power, e.g., [PrCh-89, BaEi-901.) 

Two furthcr references conlaining active attacks and counlermeas~~~,  which we unfortunalcly cannot 
rcad. are: Tsutomu Malsumoco. Hideki Id: How to Ask and Verify Oraclw for Spceding UP SccrU 
CornplIaLions. Parl 1 and 2 (in Japulesc); LEICE Technical Rcpats (Instituu: of Elcclronks, lnformirlion 
and Communication Enginccrs) 89/45 (1989) 21-28.1SEC89-4, and R9/145 (198Y) 13-20, m9-24. 
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Remark: It has been argued that one might build in a display without deviating from the 
standard otherwise, and solve the PIN problem with measures such as in l?viaIm-911. 
Although this approach is interesting (in particular against the threat that someone is 
watched while typing a PIN), its effectiveness against repeated use of a smart card with the 
same server, with parameter sizes acceptable for human users, remains to be shown. 

2 The RSA Protocols 
The smart card wants to compute y =# rnod R,  where n is the product of two large primes 
p and q and d is a secret exponent. Both basic schemes, RSA-S1 and RSA-S2, have two 
parameters, M and L. 

2. I MAS1 
As a precomputation for all following signatures, the smart card (or a trusted larger device) 
breaks down the secret exponent d: It mdomly generates an integer vector D = (dip..-. 
and a binary vector F = cfl,...,fM) with 

(1) 
and Weigh@) 5 L. Here, Weight denotes the Hamming weight. The computation of the 
signature on an actual message x proceeds as follows: 
1. The smut card sends R ,  D, and x to the scrver. 
2. For i := 1 ,..., M, the server computes 

d =fldl + ... + fMdM mod a n )  

Z j  :=& m d  n 
and sends Z := (~1.. . ., zM) back to the smart card. 

3. The smart cards obtains y by multiplying the zi's for whichfi = 1. 
Thus, the smut  card only needs L - 1 multiplications, and the communication is 2(M + 1) 
numbers. 

2.2 WAS2 

RSA-S2 is to improve on RSA-S1 by use of the Chinese remainder theorem, similar 10 
[QuCo-82]. As a precornputadon, the smart card breaks down d as 

d = f l d l  + _.. +f"dM mod (p.1) 
and d = gldl + ._. + gMdM rnod (el), 
where D = (dl  ,..., d,+,) is an integer vector again, and F = (fi, ....fM ) and G = Q I ~ - - - ~  gMi) 
are binary vectors with Weighr(F) + Weight(G) 5 L. 

Steps 1 and 2 are just  like in RSA-S 1. 
In Step 3, the smart card obtains y,, := y mod p as the product of the z i 's  for whichfi = 

1, and y4 := y mod q as the product of the zi's for whch gi = 1. Finally, it applies the 
Chinese remainder theorem 

2.3 other variants 
First, one can also use the Chinese remainder theorem to speed up RSA-S1: The 
computation is exactly like that in RSA-S2 when F and G are equal. However. the Security 



considerations are different for the two versions. Anyway, since the difference to RSA-S 1 
is only in the local computations of the smart card, the scheme is just as Secure as RSA-S 1. 

So-called non-binary variants of RSA-S I and RSA-S2 are obtained if the cmfficientsfi and 
gi may have other values than just 0 and 1 [MaKI-90, KaSh-901. Of course. the values 
must still be very small integers so that the smart wd needs just a few multiplications. 

The remaining protocols vary the choice of the set of exponents, D: 
In [LaYH-911, D is chosen so that the server can compute all the powers xdi mod n 

more easily with one addition chain. (This is the second proposal in that paper. the first one 
only changes the local computation of the server.) 

Last but not least, the only variant which makes a real security difference is that from 
[QuSo-91]: There, one and the Same fixed set D is used for all  s m  cards. This scheme is 
obviously secure against passive attacks, i.e., attacks where the server always sends back 
correct data: The only information that the smart card gives the server is n , x ,  and the 
signature, just as if i t  computed the signature alone. Unfortunately, a set D which allows 
every possible secret exponent d to be expressed as in Formula (1) with a vector F of small 
weight is larger than specid sets for special exponents. This increases the communication 
overhead. In the example in [QuSo-91], ID\ = 832 for 512-bit exponents. With a standard 
I S 0  interface, i.e., 9600 bids. the communication would takc more than 40 seconds. 
Hence, in spite of its security advantage, this variant cannot bc used in several applications, 
and it still makes sense to consider the other variants further. 

3 Passive Attacks 
By “passive attacks” we mean attacks where the server never deviates from its protocol, 
1.e.. it sends back the correct powers x d b  m d  n. Hence, no measures to prevent passive 
attacks are possible. 

3.1 Passive Attack on M A S 1  

11 is stated in [MaKI-POJ that RSA-SI could only be brokcn by searching the m e  value d 
via the exhaustion of 

possibilities. mat is, all the possible vectors F of weight 5 L.) 

(1) For a message x where the signature y = fi is known, one first computes all the values 

(2) Next, one computes all the products 

The following attack shows that the search space can be considerably smaller: 

z; = x d l .  

M 

i= I 
yF := n z i f i  mcxi n 

for vectors F of only half the weight, i.e., with Weighr(F) 5 rr/lzl 
(3) One also computes the values 

Y * ~  := y yF-1 m d  n 
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for the same vectors F. 
compared to them. Whenever a match is 

found, i.e., y p l  = y * ~ ~ ,  and F1 and F2 are disjoint (i.e.. they do not have a 1 at the 
same position), the vector F1+ F2 is a candidate for the true secret vector F. 

(5)  If F is not uniquely determined by this procedure, one can test the remaining candidates 
by use of a second message x’. 

The reason why this works is that the true vector F can be represented as the sum F1+ F2 
of two disjoint vectors of weight 5 Tm7. The equation for the signature is 

(4) The values y~ are sorted, and the values 

Complexity. The number of values y~ is 
rLni 

N:= c (Y). 
id) 

Complexity. The number of values y~ is 
r. -7 
I LfL  I 

N:= c 
id) 1 - 1  

and they can be computcd with little mon than one multiplication on average (if one StOfCS 

intermediate results). The same holds for the values ySF, if one starts by computing the 
values zi-’. Sorting and scarching take about N Iog(N) operations. 

All this is considerably less than the number in Formula (2) (a bit larger than the square 
root). 

3.2 Passive Attack on RSAS2 

It is said in [MaKI-W] that RSA-S2 could only be broken by scarching the true value d via 
the exhaustion of 

possibilities. (That is, all Combinations of vcctors F and G of total weight 5 L.) How two 
vectors are actually checked for cormmess is described in [KaSh-901. 

Again, we can reduce the search space considerably: One can search for one of the 
vectors F or G individually. Clearly, one of them must be of weight 5 U2. 
(1) For a message I where the signature y = # is known, one first computes all the values 

(2) Next, one computes all the products 
zi =Pi. 

M 

i= 1 
yF := n zifi mod n 

for vectors F with Weigh tQ 5 42. 
(3) One also computes the values vF := gcd(yF - y ,  n). If one of them is neither 1 nor n, 

one has factored the modulus. 
(4) Otherwise, at least one value vF (and usually not many) will be n, and either the true F 

or the true G must be among the corresponding vectors. Normally, one will find F = G 
in this case. 
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The reason why this works is that for the true F ,  yF = y,., = y mod p ,  and for the true G, YG 
= yq = y mod q. Thus, not all the values vF can be 1. Furthermore, except when F = G, YF 
will usually not be congruent y mod q, too, and vice versa. In these cases, one can factor 
the modulus according to Step (3). Othenvise, one has usually found both F and G. In the 
remaining cases, a very small search space will remain. and anyway, it is enough for an 
attack to succeed in most cases. 

Complexity. The number of values yF is 

and, as above, they can be computed with a bit more than one multiplication on average. 
Since the greatest common divisor takes more time, one should initially compute it for the 
product of several differences ( r ~  - y). 

Again, the complexity is not much more than the square root of that described in 
Formula (3). 

3.3 Passive Attacks on Other Variants 
The attacks described easily generalize to the non-binary variants of RSA-S 1 and RSA-S2. 
Furthermore, the protocol hom [LaYH-91] is just a special case of the original protocols as 
far as security is concerned. Hence the attacks work for all known variants except the 
provably secure one from [QuSo-91]. 

4 Active Attacks 
In active attacks, the server deviates from its protocol by sending back a wrong vector Z’ = 
(z’l ..... Z‘M). instead of the powers zi =Pi mod n. On the one hand, this makes active 
attacks more powerful, and they usually result in a total break of the system in a few steps. 
On the other hand, active attacks can often be detectcd or even prevented, in contrast to 
passive ones. Hence, the most imponant thing to know about active attacks is not how they 
work, but whether one exists and which countermeasures are effective. 

4.1 Description of Attacks 
Attacks on RSA-S1. As mentioned, we describe the first active attack on RSA-S1. The 
basic idea is to use Jacobi symbols: If the server sends back any vector 2’ = (z’l,. . ., z’M), 
then the smart card outputs 

y * : = n  z # i j i  mod n. 

The server can compute Jacobi symbols modulo n. Let (-l)c be that of y’, and let I be the 
subset of indices i where the Jacobi symbols of z ’ ~  are -1. Since Jacobi symbols are 
multiplicative, the server knows 

M 

i= 1 
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This yields c = C  fi mod 2. 

Thus from each vector Z', the server obtains one linear equation about F in GF(2). As long 
as the server sends back c o m t  data, this does not matter much, since it always obtains the 
same equation. However, in an active attack, it can choose just one z ;  with Jacobi symbol - 
1, and the rest with Jacobi symbol +l. Then it obtains the value o f h  directly. Thus, afterM 
rounds of this attack, the server knows F and therefore d. 

If L is much smaller than M, the server needs less than M rounds if it chooses the 
vectors 2 so that the resulting linear equations form the parity check matrix of a code 
correcting up to L errors. 

If the server is not likely to meet the same smart card ofen  enough, it can also use the 
information obtained from some rounds of the active attack to speed up the passive attack. 

A far more elegant attack has been found recently [Ande-921: The server sends back a 
selection of small primes (or a blinded version thereof), factors the product that the smart 
card outputs (which is < n if M is not too large) by trial division, and thus finds Out F .  
However (see Section 4.2), this elegant attack is easily prevented by countermeasures that 
were previously proposed for other protocol variants, and which are needed against our 
attack, too, whereas our attack needs additional countermeasures. Hence, in practice, the 
adhtional elegance makes no difference, and the less elegant attack is even more dangerous. 

The Attack on RSA-S2. The attack on RSA-S2 kom [ShKa-W] uses the following fact: If 
the server changes the sign of just one of the values zi, and iffi # gi, then the resulting 
value y' and the m e  signature y are significantly different square roots of the same value. 
The server does not know y. However, since the public exponent e is odd, the same holds 
for the values y' and f = M. In this case, the server can therefore factor the modulus by 
computing gcdCy' - f, n). 

is I 

4.2 Discussion of Countermeasures 

Why No Active Attack Can Be Ignored. The attitude towards active attacks in [MaKI-901 
was to assume that the server would refrain from them. However, such an assumption 
about an u n m s t e d  server is unjustified unless such an attack would at least entail a severe 
risk. One risk might be that the owner of the smart card notices that the srnart card outputs a 
wrong signature. However, if the owner obtains the signature at all, it obtains it through the 
server, and all the attacks described above have a variant where the server can output the 
c o w t  signature. 

With the one-round attacks [ShKa-90, Ande-921. this is clear since the server obtains 
the secret key at once. With the Jacobi symbol attack, the server chooses u with Jacobi 
symbol -1 modulo n. It first computes the correct vector Z and its Jacobi symbols. Where it 
wants the Jacobi symbol changed, it uses 

z'i := a zi, otherwise z; := zi. 
Thus the smart card's output y' is the product of the real signature y and a value 2, where x 
5 L and x I; the number of factors u used. The server can find out the correct signature by 
searching among the few numbers If thc Jacobi symbol of -1 modulo n is -1, one 
would use a = -1. Then the signature y is ky'. 



Hence each of the attacks implies that countermeasures in the smart card itself am needed 
How Much Docs Signature Checking Help? The easiest countermeasure is that the smart 
card tests the resulting signature and only outputs it if it is correct [QuS0-911. This restricts 
the protocol to RSA with small public exponents. It also means additional computation; 
however, this may be small compared to the L multiplications needed anyway. 

In fact, this measure effectively excludes all one-round attacks, such as [ShKa-W, 
Ande-921. 

It was even said in [ShKa-gO] that it excludes all conceivable active attacks. However, 
multi-round attacks are still possible. 

For instance, if the sewer chooses just one z'i wrong each time, like in the Jacob 
symbol attack, it can inferfi from whether it receives a signature or not. By choosing all the 
values f i  as hi, the server can obtain any linear equation about F again. Hence also the 
variant with error-correcting codes still works. 

With RSA-S2, choosing one fi wrong reveals (fi v gi),  and changing more than one 
sign reveals different information. 

Other Countermeasures. The only general countermeasure that would cxrtainly exclude all 
active attacks would be to check the values sent by the server, instead of the result. 
However, this Imks infeasible. 

The next-best general solution (from a theoretical point of view) is that the smart card 
stops once and for all if i t  detects an attack. Howcver. this may have practical 
disadvantages. In particular, since the smart card does not have a display, the client will 
only notice this fact during the next transaction with an honest sewer. 

Instead, one could let the smart card continue and try to issue a warning through the 
next server it communicates with. However, this seems quite dangerous since someone 
might do all their shopping in one supermarket for quite a while. 

In the spec& protocols considered here. an easier measure might bc to change the vccton D 
and F with each signature (in addition to checking the result). In this case, the smart card 
must be able to generate random numbers quickly, and the procedure of breaking down d 
must definitely be implemented on the smart card itself. Then just one bit of information can 
be obtained about each F; this corresponds to a passive attack with slightly smaller 
parameters L and M. However, it is not clear if having s e v e d  vectors D allows new 
passive attacks. Anyway, this measure seems impossible with the protocol from 
[QuSo-91]. 

5 Attacks on ReIated Protocols 
There are two more types of server-aided SeCret computations in [Ma-901. 

The first type is matrix multiplication. where the mamces arc to be kept saret. In the 
protocol, the server receives versions of the mamces where the rows and columns are 
permuted. It has been noticed in [MalU-90] itself that quite a lot of information, such as the 
determinants, is not hidden by these operations. Thus chis protocol does not provide secrecy 
in the cryptographic sense. 
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The second type is solving modular equations. The smart card has secret integers 
UO.. . ., u,-l and an integer k. (k was declared secret, too, but that must have been a slip of 
the pen.) It wants to know a solution x to the equation 

ag + q x +  ... +u,lP-l +P = Omcxik. 
For this, it chooses a random number r and computes bm4 := a m i  f for i := l , .-. ,  m, and 
sends k and the tuple B = (bo. bl . .  . ., bm-l) to the server. The server computes a solution y 
to the equation with the coefficients B. The smart card can compute x from y as x = y Y* 
mod k. This protocol is said to reveal nothing about the secret to the server. It does, 
however. For example, if ( X I ,  ..., xu] is the complete set of zeroes of the original 
polynomial, the server can compute ( r  x1 ,. . ., r xu)and therefore all the quotients xi xT' .  As 
more easily computable functions of the original secret coefficients, the server can compute 

In [QuSoPlI ,  a special protocol for deciphering RSA-encrypted messages is also 
contained. First, this protocol assumes that the modulus n is secret from the server, which 
seems a rather strange assumption to make with a public-key cryptosystem Secondly, if the 
server receives the decrypted messages (which is not as ~ N a l  as that the Server obtains the 
signatures, though), this scheme is vulnerable to active attacks, too: The smart card has 
chosen two additional primes r l ,  r2 and computed n1 := p r ,  and n2 := qr2. It has also 
blinded the secret exponent as 01 := dl + pl@ - 1) and q := d2 + p ~ ( q  - l), whcre dl and 
d2 must be the reductions of dmodulop - 1 and q - 1, resp., and p1 5 p -  2 and p~ 54- 2 
are random numbers. Now, together with a ciphertext C, it sends n1, "2, 01, and 9 to the 
server. The server should answer with M, := C'l mod nl  and M2 := CQ mod "2. The 
smart card computes the message M by applying the Chinese remainder theorem to M1 mod 
p and M2 mod q. If the server gives back the same value M ,  in two different protocol 
executions and receives the two results M and M', then M - M' is a multiple of p .  Thus, 
with high probability, gcd(nl, M - M3 = p .  

~ , - l  i u,<-' = bm-ii brn+-'. 

6 Conclusion 
We have described several attacks on server-aided computation protocols, in particular, 
protocols for the computation of RSA signatures. Several of these attacks were previously 
declared impossible. None of the attacks on the signature protocols is disastrous, i-e., they 
can all be rendered ineffective by increasing the parameters or by performing additional 
tests. However, all these countermeasures cost time and may therefore annihilate the 
advantages of the server-aided approach. 

Furthermore, we are by no means sure that our passive attacks are already optimal. In 
particular, one could try to exploit the obvious connection to modular knapsacks. (In 
contrast, better active attacks are of no practical importance, since the countermeasures 
needed so far exclude active atracks generally.) 

Thus, like with all unproven cryptographic schemes, one should let server-aided 
computation undergo a lengthy evaluation phase. In this special case, the result is likely to 
be that by the time that the schemes are sufficiently well evaluated, smart cards that can 
compute RSA on their own are available for everyone. Other applications for these or 
similar protocols are not inconceivable, but one trades computation for communicauon. 
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